General notes.

1. UCOL 101.

   We require new majors to take our version of UCOL 101, UCOL 101D, which is 3CH. You could either move that class over to disciplinary, or list UCOL 101D under “Foundation Studies” and change the hours there to 15. I will assume you take the latter course here.

   *Note:* During this unsettled time for UCOL 101D, we aren’t requiring students who have already met the UCOL requirement to take our class. We only placing new freshmen in it. We’ll need to straighten out this anomaly once the university settles on a UCOL 101 model.

2. Humanities.

   Any upper level FL course currently counts as an “advanced core curriculum course” in humanities, so in French and Spanish you can say “choose 1” under humanities, and change the hour total accordingly. German differs slightly (the one difference among our language areas), as both first year courses count.

3. First year FL courses.

   We used to not count these, and as a matter of fact most language majors don’t start at the beginning. But I think it’s false advertising not to count them, and they are now counted in our catalog language.

4. Parity. Save for one wrinkle regarding humanities CC credits, the TEP language programs should be identical in German, French, and Spanish. But I spell out all changes individually here.

5. Major ‘electives’. I include language below spelling out the requirements that students take at least one writing course, one culture course, and one literature course. But you can presumably just abbreviate that on your sheet.

6. BS or BA? I take it you’re listing requirements for the BS in CoEHS. Those in CoLA barely differ. But CoLA Students will also need:

   *One additional course to meet the WAC requirement (some in language count).*

   *Two additional courses to meet the international requirement.*
French.

(I sometimes “show my work” in parentheses so you can double-check my math. I don’t repeat this for all languages once I’ve done it for French.)

- **UCC**

  Change UCC hour total to 38

  (39
  +2 for UCOL 101D,
  -3 for humanities earned in language sequence).
  = 38)

  Change foundations studies hour total to 15.

  Change humanities hour total to 3, say “choose 1”.

- **Major specialization**

  Change CH total to 36

  FR 123A-3
  FR 123B-3
  FR 201A-3
  FR 201B-3
  FR 320A-3
  FR 320B-3
  FL 436-3 (Fall only)

  15 additional hours @300 or 400 level, to include one culture class, one literature class, and one writing intensive class. One class can meet more than one these objectives, but the total in 300/400 hours must be 15.

  FR literature
  FR culture (e.g., FR 370)
  FR writing intensive
  FR elective
  FR elective

- **Electives:**

  Change hour total to 19

  120
  -38 UCC
  -27 EDUC core
  -36 FL
  = 19)
GER

_UCC_

Change UCC hour total to 35

(39
+2 for UCOL 101D,
-6 for humanities credits for first year German).
= 38)

Change foundations studies hour total to 15.

Change humanities hour total to 3, say “choose 1”.

_Major specialization_

Change CH total to 36

GER 101A-3
GER 101B-3
GER 201A-3
GER 201B-3
GER 320A-3
GER 320B-3
FL 436-3 (Fall only)

[Omit GER 410 from your list: it is no longer required.]

15 additional hours @300 or 400 level, to include one culture class, one literature class, and one writing intensive class. One class can meet more than one these objectives, but the total in 300/400 hours must be 15.

GER literature
GER culture (e.g., GER 370)
GER writing intensive
GER elective
GER elective

Electives: Change hour total to 16
Spanish

*UCC*

Change UCC hour total to 38

(39
+2 for UCOL 101D,
-3 for humanities earned in language sequence).
= 38)

Change foundations studies hour total to 15.

Change humanities hour total to 3, say “choose 1”.

*Major specialization*

Change CH total to 36

SPAN 140A-3
SPAN 140B-3
SPAN 201A-3
SPAN 201B-3
SPAN 320A-3
SPAN 320B-3
FL 436-3 (Fall only)

15 additional hours @300 or 400 level, to include one culture class, one literature class, and one writing intensive class. One class can meet more than one these objectives, but the total in 300/400 hours must be 15.

SPAN literature
SPAN culture (e.g., SPAN 370A or 370B)
SPAN writing intensive
SPAN elective
SPAN elective

Electives: Change hour total to 19

120
-38 UCC
-27 EDUC core
-36 FL
= 19)